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Raiffeisen Centrobank (RCB) awarded
“Best Structured Products Bank CEE 2021” by CFI
▫
▫
▫

RCB re-elected as leader in Central and Eastern Europe
Third award by Capital Finance International journal from London
Judging panel continues to be impressed by RCB’s expansion and innovation

Vienna/London – Capital Finance International (CFI), a renowned print and online journal
headquartered in London, reports on business, economics and finance. Providing news and
analysis on international markets, it annually identifies regions, industry sectors and companies that
are pioneers in their respective field of business and thereby, truly add value. The online nomination
process, in which both subscribers and contributors are invited to cast their votes, is followed by a
judging panel: taking into account publicly available information as well as material provided by
the nominees, the jury awards the most outstanding companies.
To win again in the category “Best Structured Products Bank CEE” underscores the bank’s
dedication and commitment to Austria and the CEE region and acknowledges RCB’s effort to build
up and transfer know how in the area of structured products. Moreover, the award confirms RCB’s
leading role in product quality, customer service, product transparency and education in
structured products.
Heike Arbter, Member of the Management Board of RCB, states: “This price rewards our ongoing
commitment. We will keep the path for Central and Eastern Europe and strive our efforts for the
structured products business.”

About Raiffeisen Centrobank AG
Raiffeisen Centrobank AG (Raiffeisen Centrobank or RCB) is the competence center for derivatives
and trading with strong focus on Austria and Central and Eastern Europe. The bank is known as
pioneer and market leader in the field of structured products and is the largest domestic Specialist
and Market Maker at the Vienna Stock Exchange. RCB is a subsidiary of Raiffeisen Bank
International AG.
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